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There are four effects on the right: chorus, flanger, vibrato and reverb, and these effects
can be sync'ed to the host software. Although the options aren't exactly wide open, they
work with both analog and digital processing in obvious ways, and if you're looking to get

more mileage out of Ultra Analog, this is the place to start. The only problem with the
interface is that the display of the Ultra Analog plug-in window itself is a bit unsightly. It's
much better in terms of overall presentation than the default drop-down menu and that's
the case even if you don't have the supplied VST plug-in installed. By any chance you use
Nuendo, Ultra Analog is quite easy to install and operate with the Nuendo Control Panel.

The most frequent and tedious process of fine-tuning went down in the AAS quarters.
Each and every sounds of the legacy Ultra Analog VA-2 library went under the eyes of all
team members to exit with a consistent gain-stage, unity-gain effects, better dynamics,
and compelling real-time sound transformation assignments to take advantage of the

new features of Ultra Analog VA-3. Thats an extra 648 solid sounds in your hands. For the
actual collection of sounds and effects, Ultra Analog makes the old legacy sounds of the
'90s sound modern. There are three choices of filters, with the usual choice of High Pass
and Low Pass filter. Ultra Analog from AAS is a powerful and flexible analog synthesizer.
It’s easy to access the sonic range and get the right sound with the perfect parameters,

and many of the parameters can be tweaked by following any sound you want. Real-time
control and accurate wave shaping make this synthesizer a blast.
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the sub module is also available for a single side stereo mix, and again offers reverb and
delay options, but more importantly for modders, this is an actual audio input source via

jack-1. it will allow you to use the easy-to-use mixer of ultra analog for channel-level
effects while using the sub'ed channel as a normal input. in any case, this is another
sonic addition to the 'legacy vox' tech. the reverb module is very similar to the delay,

with the same options. plus a few extras, such as the ability to control the phase offset
for near or far-field reverbs, and, of course, the decay time parameter. the synth works in
modwheel mode, with a jog wheel for pitch, and you get another eight buttons - a couple
of which are dedicated to modulation. in addition, two rotary controls allow you to control
the vca as well as the resonance of the built-in synth. there's also a dedicated lfo/vco with

extensive vcf and vca options. the vca mode on the right side of the synth offers a nice
vca curve for further shaping the signal. the rich, deep, multi-parametric sound engine of
ultra analog va-2 offers these unique features. modulus is an evolution of the classic adsr

envelope of ultra analog and features three distinct envelopes - attack/sustain/release,
step and sustain with s&h (sustain/harder shuffle), and another with release for the
envelope. modulus is also tweakable over just over two octaves. and if you're really

searching, there are two new synthizers. the octave synth allows you to adjust the pitch
of the notes, and the waveform synth is an endless variety of complex wave forms,

including a freely selectable number of slices in the form of notched sawtooth, sine wave
and triangle. wow, now that's customization. 5ec8ef588b
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